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A. PHẦN TRẮC NGHIỆM. (6.0P) 

I. LISTENING (1.5p) 

Part 1: Listen and decide whether statements are true or false. (0.75p) 

Question 1. Alexander Graham Bell was the inventor of telephones. 

A. True  B. X   C. False  D. X 

Question 2. Alexander Graham Bell was a teacher of people who cannot speak or hear. 

A. True  B. X   C. False  D. X 

Question 3. Alexander Bell was born in Scotland in 1947. 

A. True  B. X   C. False  D. X 

Question 4. Bell‟s father and grandfather had both been teachers of blind people.  

A. True  B. False  C. X   D. X 

Question 5. Alexander Bell opened a school for deaf people in Canada. 

A. True  B. X   C. X   D. False 

 

Part 2. Listen and choose the best answer among A,B,C or D .(1.0P) 

Question 6. What kind of musical instrument can Josh play? 
A. the guitar     B. the drum  

C. the piano     D. the violin 

Question 7. What kind of music does Josh mostly like? 

A. He likes rock music.   B. He likes classical music.   

C. He likes country music.   D. He likes jazz. 

Question 8. Who is Josh's favourite artist at the moment? 

A. Rock Mraz  B. Roll Mraz  C. John Mraz  D. Jason Mraz 

Question 9. Where does Josh‟s favourite artist come from? 

A. He comes from Singapore.  B. He comes from the US. 

C. He comes from the Philippines.  D. He comes from China. 

Question 10. What does the girl think about Josh? 

  A. He is really crazy.   B. He is really talented.   

C. He is really happy.   D. He is really talkative. 
 

LANGUAGE FOCUS ( 2.25P) 

Phonetics  

Task 1: Circle the letter A,B,C or D next to the word whose main stress is placed differently 

from the others. (0.3P) 

Question 11: A. volunteer              B. engineer       C. Vietnamese  D. holiday  

Question 12. A. tablet   B. media  C. social  D. subscribe  

VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR (1.95P) 

Part 1. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of 

the following questions. (1.95P) 

Question 13. Two of the four contestants will be ________ after tonight's show. 

A. composed  B. eliminated    C. removed                       D. terminated 

Question 14. Members of our volunteer clubs are excited about _______ money for charity. 

A. raising              B. doing                  C. taking                 D. getting 

Question 15. Someone has made a big _______ to the school. We‟ve got enough money now to 

buy some new computers. 



A. solution             B. decision              C. donation                   D. chance 

Question 16. On the door of the house where Louis Braille was born are the words „He opened the 

door of ________ to all those who cannot see.‟ 

A. knowledge   B. information  C. news  D. material 

Question 17. Paddle-wheel machine helps to clean the wastewater before ____ it for farming. 

A. rearranging  B. recycling  C. reducing  D. reusing  

Question 18: My mother made me __________at home at night. 

 A. staying B. to stay C. stayed D. stay 

Question 19. The injured ____ to the hospital in an ambulance. 

A. have taken  B. was taking   C. were taken  D. were taking 

Question 20. Hoa flew to Paris to visit her grandma                to see  Tower. 

 A. but   B. so   C. and   D. For 

Question 21: They intended _________ Paris last year but they didn't have enough time.  

A. visited B. visiting C. visit D. to visit 

Question 22. Could you call a little later? We______dinner now. 

A. are having B. have had C. had D. have 

Question 23. While they_____to Wyoming, their car ran out of gas. 

A. drove B. had been driving C. have driven D. were driving 

Question 24. I am sorry. I_____that fellow‟s name already. 

A. forgot B. have forgotten C. have been forgetting  D. forget 

Question 25. It‟s no good_______to him, he never answers letters. 

A. write  B. being written  C. writing  D. to write 

 

III. Reading. (1.8P) 

Part 1. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer 

sheet to indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

(0.75P) P)  
 

The human race is only one small species in the living world. Many other species exist on 

this planet. However, human beings (26)________  a great influence on the rest of the world. 

They are changing the environment by building cities and villages where forests once stood. 

They are affecting the water supply by using water for industry and agriculture. They are 

changing weather conditions by (27)________  trees in the forests. And they are destroying 

the air by adding pollutants to it. 

It can be said that human beings are changing the environment in all respects through their 

actions and by their habits. This has resulted in two serious (28)________. The first is that 

many kinds of rare animals are killed. The second is that the environment where these 

animals are living is badly destroyed. As a result, the number of rare animals is decreasing so 

rapidly that they are in danger of becoming extinct. 

In order to make sure that these rare animals do not disappear, efforts have been made 

(29)________ the environments in which they live. Scientists have made lists of 

(30)________  species and suggested ways to save them. Many organisations have been set 

up and funds have been raised. Thousands of national parks all over the world have been 

established to protect endangered animals. Laws have been introduced to prohibit the killing 

of endangered animals and the destruction of the environments where these rare animals are 

living. 

Question 26. A. have  B. set   C. make  D. gain 

Question 27. A. cutting back B. cutting in   C. cutting down D. cutting out 

Question 28. A. consequences B. causes  C. advantages D. reasons 

Question 29. A. to protect  B. protecting  C. protected  D. protect 

Question 30. A. endanger  B. endangered C. danger   D. endangering 
 



Part 2. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer 

sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions. (1.05P). 

Today we take electricity for granted and perhaps we do not realize just how useful this 

discovery has been. Steam was the first invention that replaced wind power. It was used to 

drive engines and was passed through pipes and radiators to warm rooms. Petrol mixed with 

air was the next invention that provided power. Exploded in a cylinder, it drove a motor 

engine. Beyond these simple and direct uses, those forms have not much adaptability. On 

the other hand, we make use of electricity in thousands of ways. From the powerful voltages 

that drive our electric trains to the tiny current needed to work a simple calculator, and from 

the huge electric magnet in steel works that can lift 10 tons to the tiny electric magnet in a 

doorbell, all are powered by electricity. An electric current can be made with equal ease to 

heat a huge mass of molten metal in a furnace, or to boil a jug for a cup of coffee.Other than 

atomic energy, which has not as yet been harnessed to the full, electricity is the greatest 

power in the world. It is flexible, and so adaptable for any task for which it is wanted. It 

travels so easily and with incredible speed along wires or conductors that it can be supplied 

instantly over vast distances.To generate electricity, huge turbines or generators must be 

turned. In Australia they use coal or water to drive this machinery. When dams are built, 

falling water is used to drive the turbines without polluting the atmosphere with smoke from 

coal. Atomic power is used in several countries but there is always the fear of an accident. A 

tragedy once occurred at Chernobyl, in Ukraine, at an atomic power plant used to make 

electricity. The reactor leaked, which caused many deaths through radiation. 

Now scientists are examining new ways of creating electricity without harmful effects to the 

environment. They may harness the tides as they flow in and out of bays. Most importantly, 

they hope to trap sunlight more efficiently. We do use solar heaters for swimming pools but 

as yet improvement in the capacity of the solar cells to create more current is necessary. 

When this happens, electric cars will be viable and the world will rid itself of the toxic gases 

given off by trucks and cars that burn fossil fuels. 

Question 31.   The author mentions the sources of energy such as wind, steam, petrol in the 

first paragraph to ___________. 

A. suggest that electricity should be alternated with safer sources of energy 

B. emphasize the usefulness and adaptability of electricity 

C. imply that electricity is not the only useful source of energy 

D. discuss which source of energy can be a suitable alternative to electricity 

Question 32.   Before electricity, what was sometimes passed through pipes to heat rooms? 

A. Gas  B. Petrol C. Steam  D. Hot wind 

Question 33.   What do we call machines that make electricity? 

A. Voltages   B. Electric magnets   C. Generators or turbines  D. Pipes 

and radiators 

Question 34.   The word "they" in the last paragraph refers to ____________. 

A. harmful effects  B. the tides   C. scientists   D. new ways 

Question 35.   The word “generate”  mostly refers to _________. 

A. produce         B. own 

C. do      D. get 

Question 36.   Which of the following power sources causes pollution by emitting harmful 

gases? 

A. Sunlight   B. Petrol    C. Water  D. Wind 

Question 37.   The best title for this passage could be ____________. 

A. "Types of Power Plants”   

B. “Electricity: Harmful Effects on Our Life” 

C. “How to Produce Electricity”  



D. “Why Electricity Is So Remarkable” 

 

 

IV. Writing. (2.0P) 

Part 1. Circle the part (A, B, C or D) that needs correcting in each sentence. (0.45p) 
Question 38.  When she came to my house I  lied in bed listening to music. 

A. When   B. lied in  C. came to  D. listening to 

Question 39. We hope having a chance to study together at the same university in the future. 

 A. having  B. to study  C. at   D. the same 

Question 40. These drugs are be destroyed by the police. 

 A. are   B. be   C. destroyed  D. police 

 

B. PHẦN TỰ LUẬN. (2.0P) 

IV. Writing. (2.0P) 

Part 1: Rewrite the sentences, using the given cues, so that the meaning stays the same.  (1.5P) 

Question 41. I started teaching in this school 5 years ago. 

  I have_____________________________________________________________ 

Question 42. Mr. Puncher doesn‟t allow his children to go out in the evening. 

 Mr. Puncher doesn‟t let__________________________________________________ 

Question 43.  You have to learn English hard. You can‟t pass the final exam. (or) 

  You ________________________________________________________________ 

Question 44. He has bought a new motorbike. 

-> A new motorbike ______________________________________________________ 

Question 45. During my sleep, she called me repeatedly. 

 While I ______________________________________________________________ 

 

Key 

Question 41. I started teaching in this school 5 years ago. 

  I have_____________________________________________________________ 

I have taught/have been teaching in this school for 5 years. 

Question 42. Mr. Puncher doesn‟t allow his children to go out in the evening. 

 Mr. Puncher doesn‟t let__________________________________________________ 

 Mr Puncher doesn’t let his children go out in the evening. 

Question 43.  You have to learn English hard. You can‟t pass the final exam. (or) 

  You ________________________________________________________________ 

You have to learn English hard, or you can’t pass the final exam. 

Question 44. He has bought a new motorbike. 

-> A new motorbike ______________________________________________________ 

A new motorbike has been bought (by him). 

Question 45. During my sleep, she called me repeatedly. 

 While I ______________________________________________________________ 

-> While I was sleeping, she called me repeatedly. 

 

Part 3: Use the suggested information to write a paragraph. (1.0P) 

Imagine you went to a music event. Write a blog (about 120 words) to share your experience. 

Event:  

When: 

Where: 

Who with: 

Atmosphere: 

What you did: 

How you felt: 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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V. Speaking. (2.0P) 

 


